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To investigate the nature of the Oort Cloud, To investigate the nature of the Oort Cloud, 
the reservoir for long-period and Halley-typethe reservoir for long-period and Halley-type

comets, we need to determine the original orbits comets, we need to determine the original orbits 
of a large number of comets before theyof a large number of comets before they

entered the planetary region …entered the planetary region …

From:  Luke Dones, Ramon Brasser, From:  Luke Dones, Ramon Brasser, 
Nathan Kaib, and Hans Rickman, Nathan Kaib, and Hans Rickman, 
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But we think it is not enough, But we think it is not enough, 
in many cases we may and in many cases we may and 
should go at least one step should go at least one step 

further.further.



  

With precise original orbits (and their With precise original orbits (and their 
uncertainties) in hand we should try to follow uncertainties) in hand we should try to follow 
the past trajectory of LPCs, at least down to the past trajectory of LPCs, at least down to 

the previous perihelion or some adopted the previous perihelion or some adopted 
“escape” distance.“escape” distance.

Of course the same can be done Of course the same can be done 
with future orbits to show the LPCs fate. with future orbits to show the LPCs fate. 



  

Our contemporary understanding ofOur contemporary understanding of stellar  stellar 
and Galactic perturbationsand Galactic perturbations acting on LPCs  acting on LPCs 

outside the planetary zone is quite satisfactory, outside the planetary zone is quite satisfactory, 
as we show in the remaining part of this as we show in the remaining part of this 

presentation pointing, among others, to the presentation pointing, among others, to the 
Hans Rickman contribution in this fieldHans Rickman contribution in this field . .

Augmented with the new data from Gaia Augmented with the new data from Gaia 
mission (hopefully available soon) this should mission (hopefully available soon) this should 
significantly increase our ability to describe significantly increase our ability to describe 

the source or sources of LPCs.the source or sources of LPCs.



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

10000 < aorig < 50000 AU

Dybczynski, 2004a



  
Dybczynski, 2005

371 LPCs
from MWC03



  
Rickman, 2014

Opacity parameter P for a=20000 AU



  

Dybczyński, 2005



  

Marc Fouchard, Christiane Froeschlé, Giovanni Valsecchi, Hans Rickman, 2006



  



  

New dynamical model for New dynamical model for 
simultaneous stellar and simultaneous stellar and 
Galactic perturbationsGalactic perturbations

see: Dybczyński & Berski, MNRAS, 2015



  

Galactic potential:Galactic potential:
model I from Irrgang et al., A&A, 2013 model I from Irrgang et al., A&A, 2013 



  

Numerical integration of the N-body system Numerical integration of the N-body system 
(Sun + comet + 90 stars or stellar systems) (Sun + comet + 90 stars or stellar systems) 

in Galactocentric, non rotating frame.in Galactocentric, non rotating frame.



  Dybczyński & Berski, 2015



  Dybczyński & Berski, 2015



  

Example: Example: 

dynamical evolution of dynamical evolution of 

C/2001 C1 LINEARC/2001 C1 LINEAR



  http://ssdp.cbk.waw.pl/LPCs/Catalogue/2001c1.htmlhttp://ssdp.cbk.waw.pl/LPCs/Catalogue/2001c1.html



  

5001 VCs of C/2001 C15001 VCs of C/2001 C1



  

Galactic disk tide only.Galactic disk tide only.



  

Galactic disk tide only.Galactic disk tide only.

perihelion distanceperihelion distance  qq

heliocentric distanceheliocentric distance  rr

inclinationinclination  ii
(Galactic frame)(Galactic frame)

argument of perihelionargument of perihelion  ωω
(Galactic frame)(Galactic frame)



  

Galactic disk tide only.Galactic disk tide only.



  

Galactic disk + centre.Galactic disk + centre.



  

Galactic disk + centre + 90 stars → differential modelGalactic disk + centre + 90 stars → differential model..



  

Galactic disk + centre + 90 stars → differential modelGalactic disk + centre + 90 stars → differential model..



  

5001 VCs of C/2001 C1 stopped at previous perihelion5001 VCs of C/2001 C1 stopped at previous perihelion



  

4313 VCs



  

Galactic disk + centre + 90 stars → differential modelGalactic disk + centre + 90 stars → differential model..



  

Galactic disk + centre + 90 stars → full modelGalactic disk + centre + 90 stars → full model..



  

Galactic disk + centre + 90 stars → full modelGalactic disk + centre + 90 stars → full model..



  

New Gaia stellar data New Gaia stellar data 
highly needed !highly needed !

    



  

New Gaia stellar data New Gaia stellar data 
highly needed !highly needed !

(this summer ?)(this summer ?)



  

Thank you.Thank you.
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